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Abstract Due tomany applications of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms in real world optimization
problems, several studies have been done to improve these algorithms in recent years. Since most
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms are based on the non-dominated principle, and their complexity
depends on finding non-dominated fronts, this paper introduces a new method for ranking the solutions
of an evolutionary algorithm’s population. First, we investigate the relation between the convex hull and
non-dominated solutions, and discuss the complexity time of the convex hull and non-dominated sorting
problems. Then, we use convex hull concepts to present a new ranking procedure for multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms. The proposed algorithm is very suitable for convexmulti-objective optimization
problems. Finally,we apply thismethod as an alternative ranking procedure toNSGA-II for non-dominated
comparisons, and test it using some benchmark problems.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Due to many applications of Multi-Objective Optimization
Problems (MOOP) in industry and other real world problems
(see for example [1–3]), solving MOOPs has become an
attractive research topic in recent years. Since many of these
problems belong to the NP-Hard class of problems, salient
studies have been done to solve MOOPs by heuristic algorithms
(see for example [4–10]). The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of
the most popular approaches in this context [11]. The concept
of GA was first developed by Holland [12], and has been since
improved [13–15] with respect to the convergence rate and
quality of final solutions. Most recent improvements are on
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) algorithms. There are two
goals in a MOOP: first, finding a set of solutions as close as
possible to the Pareto-optimal front (trade-off solutions), and
second finding a set of solutions as diverse as possible in the
obtained non-dominated front.
Most evolutionary studies focus on these two goals. NSGA-II
and SPEA2 are among themost powerful evolutionarymethods,
which are evolved versions of NSGA and SPEA, respectively
[16,17]. Although by using non-dominated principles, the
power of Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) is
enhanced to reach the main goals of MOO, they have still some
weaknesses and there are several test problems that these
algorithms are not strong enough to solve [11].
Since most computational geometric algorithms are exact
and optimal in the complexity time term, we introduce and
discuss the relation between convex hull and non-dominated
solutions. Geometric objects, like convex hull and onion
peeling, have not appeared in MOEA literature up to now, and
this work introduces a new useful connection between these
two fields.We also use the convex hull to present a new ranking
algorithm to cluster the solutions of a genetic population
in geometric stand points. This new algorithm, called the
ConvexHull Ranking Algorithm (CHRA), uses geometric objects,
like convex hull and onion layers, and is very suitable for
convex MOOPs. CHRA is a powerful approach to improve the
convergence rate of solutions to the Pareto-optimal front in
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to imagine and can be applied instead of the non-domination
principle. Another advantage of CHRA is that it can reach both
mentioned goals of MOO, simultaneously; although it does not
use any niching or crowding distance that are applied in other
MOEAs [11]. Finding a diverse set of Pareto-optimal solutions
in most MOEAs is another bottleneck step of algorithms in
terms of complexity, i.e. they need to apply some crowding
procedures or niching operators, whose complexity time is
O(MN2) or O(MN logN), where M is the number of objectives
andN is the size of the GA population. CHRA is a general ranking
method that can be used in any MOEA. In addition, we present
a compatible version of CHRA to solve the constrained MOOPs
and propose some approaches that can be used with CHRA to
satisfy the constraints.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of two geometric objects that are used
in CHRA. Section 3 describes some challenging problems of
MOEAs and introduces NSGA-II briefly. Section 4 discusses the
relation between convex hull and non-dominated solutions,
and proposes CHRA. Section 5 contains simulation results
obtained from the algorithm, while Section 6 discusses the
properties of CHRA. Concluding remarks and future work are
given in the final section.
2. Geometric preliminary
In this section, we make an overview of two geometric
objects, convex hull and onion peeling used in our algorithm.
2.1. Convex hull
Convex hull is a well-known geometric object utilized
in many systems, such as shape analysis, robotics (collision
avoidance), geographical information system, location, and
assessment of roundness error [18]. In general, convex hull is
defined on a set of points in d-dimensional (d > 1) space. In
the following, there are two definitions of convex hull on the
plane.
Definition (Convex Hull).
1. The smallest convex polygon that encloses all points of a set.
2. The intersection of all halfplanes that contains all points of a
set.
To define the convex hull in high dimensions, it is sufficient to
replace polygon and halfplane with polyhedral and halfspace in
the above definitions, respectively.
Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a set of n points in the plane.
The convex hull of P , denoted by CH(P) is a sequence of points
like CH(P) = (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pim) where m ≤ n and pij ∈ P for
j = 1, 2, . . . ,m. So, that covers all points of P . Figure 1 shows a
set of points and its convex hull.
Several algorithms have been suggested to calculate a
convex hull in the plane, some of which can be extended
to higher dimensions. Simple algorithms for computing the
convex hull in the plane test all pairs of points, and find extreme
points or edges (point or edge that lies on the convex hull).
These algorithms run in O(n4) and O(n3) time, respectively.
Also, there are several algorithms that work in O(n2) time, like
the gift-wrapping algorithmand the incremental approach [18].
Reducing the sorting problem to the convex hull problem, it is
proved that all algorithms which compute the convex hull of n
points in the plane belong toΩ(n log n). In fact, this time is theFigure 1: An example of convex hull in the plane.
lowest bound for convex hull algorithms. Fortunately, there is
the optimal Graham algorithm that works in O(n log n) and the
Quick Hull algorithm that runs better in average in O(n log n),
too [19]. Because of simple implementation and optimal time,
the Graham scan is a popular algorithm for computing a convex
hull. In the following, a pseudo code version of the Graham
algorithm is presented:
Algorithm: Graham scan:
Input: Set of points P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}.
Output: Convex hull of P .
Step 1: Find rightmost lowest point; label it p0.
Step 2: Sort all other points angularly about p0.
(in case of tie, delete the point closer to
p0).
Step 3: Create stack S = (p1, p0) = (pt , pt−1). Set
t as its top index, and set variable i to 2.
Step 4: While i < n, do following steps:
If pi is strictly left of pt−1pt , then
Push(pi, S) and set i = i+ 1
Else Pop(S).
The algorithm uses a stack S and pushes the rightmost lowest
point in it. It finds one extremepoint in each iteration andworks
in a counter clockwise form. Detailed and exact implementation
of this algorithm can be found in [18].
Chan [20] presented an elegant approach for output-
sensitive construction of a convex hull using ray shooting,
which achieves optimal θ(n log h) time for two and three
dimensions, where h denotes the number of points of the
convex hull. Also, in [21], an O(n) expected time algorithm was
proposed to compute the convex hull in the plane.
2.2. Onion peeling
One other useful geometric object is onion peeling (in fact, it
is a process thatmakes the object). It is an extended convex hull
object utilized in imageprocessing and finger-printing, etc. [18].
The onion peeling of a given set, P , is a set of convex layers,
defined as follows: the first layer is the CH(P), and the second
is the convex hull of a set of P , minus the points on the first
layer. The remaining layers are computed similarly. The process
continues until the empty set is reached. This iterative process
is called onion peeling, which leads to the onion layers. Figure 2
shows the onion layers and their number.
The number of layers is called the depth of onion, which
is equal to the number of iterations of the convex hull
computation process. In Figure 2, the onion peeling has been
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computed through four iterations, therefore, the onion depth
equals four. Chazelle [22] proved that the onion layers could be
computed in O(n log n) time using the same iterative process.
2.3. Convex hull in higher dimensions
Like two-dimensional space, there are some optimal algo-
rithms that compute a convex hull in three-dimensional space.
These algorithms run in O(n log n) expected time [19], where n
is the number of points. Also in [18], an incremental approach
algorithmwas presented that runs in O(n2) time and computes
the convex hull and also a divide and conquer algorithm in
O(n log n) time. Since the lowest bound for computing a convex
hull in d-dimensional space belongs toΩ(n log n+n⌊d/2⌋), com-
puting a convex hull at higher dimensions must take extensive
time [19]. Chan [20] designed an output-sensitive algorithm for
a convex hull in d dimensions, which runs in O(n logO(1) h +
h⌊d/2⌋) time, where h denotes the number of points of the con-
vex hull.
Most real MOOPs have two or three distinctive objec-
tives [23]. Fortunately, as mentioned above, there are optimal
geometric algorithms in these cases to compute the convex hull
and onion layers. In Section 4, we use these objects to propose
an optimal ranking approach for two- or three-objective space.
Although these algorithms can be applied at higher dimensions
(d ≥ 4), they are not optimal in terms of time.
3. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
A multi-objective optimization problem can be written as
follows [11]:
Minimize/Maximize fm(X), m = 1, 2, . . . ,M.
Subjectto :
gj(X) ≥ 0 j = 1, 2, . . . , J,
hk(X) = 0 k = 1, 2, . . . , K ,
X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T xLi ≤ xi ≤ xUi , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n
where X is a set of n decision variables, fm(X) is the mth
objective function, and gj and hk show soft and hard constraints,
respectively. Also, xLi and x
U
i are lower and upper bounds
for variable xi, respectively. Usually, the objectives in real
world problems conflict with each other. This means that each
solution can be improved toward one single objective, but that
in general, some or all other objectives are sacrificed. Therefore,
there is no single optimal solution for MOOPs. A traditional
weighted linear combination approach [24] can be used to solve
these problems, but assigning suitableweights to the objectivesis a difficult task in an arbitrary problem and makes them
subjective to the user. In most MOOPs, there is no proportion
between the search space and the objective space, especially in
problems that have a non-continuous or non-uniform diversity
search space. In order to overcome this problem, MOEAs have
been proposed. In fact, the goal of MOEAs is to find all Pareto-
optimal solutions in a single run (in most cases, the set of
Pareto-optimal solutions is infinite). In general, MOEAs use the
non-dominated principle and satisfy two orthogonal objectives
simultaneously:
1. Finding a set of Pareto-optimal solutions,
2. Finding a set of diverse solutions in objective search space.
Many algorithms based on the aforementioned principle are
described in [11]. Because of the large number of these
algorithms, they have been clustered and compared in several
studies [25,26]. Figure 3 shows the performance of MOEAs on
a given search space. An ideal MOEA tries to close the Pareto-
optimal front by preserving diversity among its population. It
needs two types of search for satisfying both goals: along and
lateral. These two searches are orthogonal to each other [11]
(see Figure 4(a)).
3.1. Elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
NSGA-II has been proposed by Deb et al. [27]. This algorithm
uses a fixed-size population and divides the population to
several subpopulations that are different on the preferred non-
domination levels. In fact, solution q is dominated by solution p
if, and only if, p is better than q in all objectives, or p is better
than q, at least, in one objective, and is the same as q in other
objectives. This rule is called the non-dominated principle. The
property of the ith subpopulation (denoted by Fi) is that all its
solutions are dominated by all solutions of each subpopulation
placed under it (Fj,j < i), and dominates all solutions that
belong to subpopulations that are placed above it (Fj,j > i).
Also, NSGA-II uses a global elitist strategy and tries to satisfy
the second goal of MOEAs simultaneously by convergence to
the Pareto-optimal solutions. If P is the parent population, Q
is the child population, which is generated using crossover and
mutation operators, and N is the size of the populations (parent
and offspring), the NSGA-II is outlined as follows [11]:
NSGA-II algorithm:
Step1: Combine parent, P , and offspring, Q , populations and
create Rt = Pt ∪ Qt . Perform a non-dominated sorting
to Rt and identify different fronts: Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , etc.
Step2: Set new population Pt+1 = ∅ and i = 1. Until |Pt+1| +
|Fi| < N perform Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ Fi and i = i+ 1.
Step3: For reminder capacity in Pt+1, perform the crowding
operator and fill it by some of the best solutions in Fi.
Step4: Create offspring population Qt+1 from Pt+1 by using
some of crossover and mutation operators.
The first step of the algorithm divides the combined parent
and child population into several subpopulations, Fi, i =
1, 2, . . . , etc. In fact, this step is a ranking procedure. The
complexity of this step is O(MN2), where N is the size of the
population and M is the number of objectives. Step 3 selects
some solutions that are placed in a non-crowded search area
among other solutions and requiresO(MN logN) computations.
The crowding distance operator finds the minimum distance
between a solution and other solutions in the objective space. A
solutionwith the furthest position, in respect to other solutions,
has good diversity. Other steps run in O(N) time, so the total
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MOEAs.
Step 1 is the bottleneck time complexity of NSGA-II (like
other MOEAs). It uses the non-dominated principle and creates
several non-dominated subpopulations. These subpopulations
are constructed based on the degree of their closeness to
the Pareto-optimal front (or user preferred levels). Figure 4(a)
shows these facts. Figure 4(b) displays a hypothetical two-
objective problem. In this problem, both objectives (F1(x, y) and
F2(x, y)) are minimization. The numbers that are close to each
solution show the rank of the solution based on non-dominated
sorting.
Deb et al. [28] also presented a powerful version of
NSGA-II (they called it Controlled NSGA-II), which tries
to reach the second goal (diversity) in a regular manner.
The abovementioned complexity time of NSGA-II (and most
MOEAs) is in the ranking procedure (Step 1 of the algorithm)
and the O(MN2) computations. Jensen [29], using an elegant
sweep line approach, improved this time to O(N logN) in
the plane. He also proposed a divide and conquer algorithm
in general cases, and found all non-dominated fronts in
O(N logM−1 N) time.
4. Convex hull and non-dominated solutions
In this section, we describe the main idea of this paper and
the relation between the convex hull and the first front of non-
dominated solutions, as well as the relation between onion
peeling and non-dominated sorting. This relation is discussed in
two-dimensional space, although it is generally true for higher
dimensions.4.1. The relation between convex hull and non-dominated solu-
tions
As mentioned in the previous section, Chazelle [22] com-
putes the onion layers of a set of n points in O(n log n) time.
Since having two objectives, there are only four case optimiza-
tions {(Min, Min), (Min, Max), (Max, Min), (Max, Max)} (see Fig-
ure 5), the extreme points on the convex hull can be divided
into four clusters. The first cluster (all points between a and b in
Figure 5) contains all the best solutions of the convex hull or the
solutions that are the best with respect to both objectives (as-
sume a minimization problem). The rank of these solutions can
be set by the onion layer number. The second and third clusters
contain the middle solutions, which are good in only one objec-
tive (all points between b and c , and between d and a in Fig-
ure 5). The solutions of the final cluster are the worst solutions,
with respect to both objectives (all points between c and d in
Figure 5). One fast algorithm for computing the convex hull is
the Quick Hull [19]. This algorithm can be efficiently used for
finding each quarter part of a convex hull. For example, we can
use the Quick Hull only for finding a quarter of the convex hull
between a and b in Figure 5. By using themiddle point as a pivot
point in the Quick Hull, the run time of the algorithm is guaran-
teed inO(n log n) time. Also, after computing the convex hull by
a geometric approach, four clusters can be determined in O(h)
time, where h is the number of points (solutions) of the con-
vex hull. This approach is a simple ‘walking on the edges’ of the
convex hull and clustered points, with regard to the left or right
turn relative to objective directions [18]. Note that it is possi-
ble for some of these clusters to be empty (when two of four
extreme points are equal).
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Figure 6: Each point on the convex hull is a non-dominated solution, but it is
not true in the opposite direction.
It is clear that each point on the quarter part of the convex
hull is a non-dominated solution [30]. However, it is not always
true in the opposite direction, because it is possible that a point
is a non-dominated solution, but is not in the convex hull (see
Figure 6). Therefore, we can compute the first quarter of the
convex hull as the first non-dominated front of the solutions
to a genetic population, assign the maximum fitness to the
solutions, then remove them from the population and repeat
this process for the second, the third, etc. non-dominated fronts
of the populations. This is themain idea in the relation between
convex hulls and non-dominated solutions. By repeating this
process, we also are able to assign a proper rank to each solution
in the population, with respect to its degree of closeness to
the Pareto-optimal front. The following theorem demonstrates
that the convex hull in the plane can be obtained from non-
dominated solutions and vice versa.
Theorem 1. Convex hull and non-dominated problems are re-
ducible to each other in two dimensions.
Proof. First, suppose F1 be the non-dominated solution of
a genetic population. By using the Jensen algorithm in
two dimensions [29], we can find this front in Ω(n log n)
computations. The algorithm reports the solutions of the first
non-dominated front (also other fronts) by decreasing the
order, with respect to the second objective. Therefore, the
output of the algorithm is a monotone chain that starts from
the leftmost points and ends at the bottommost point. Since the
convex hull of a polygon (especially, in our case, a monotone
chain) can be reached in linear time [18], we can compute a
quarter of the convex hull from the non-dominated solutions.
For the other three quarters of the convex hull, it needs to obtain
non-dominated solutions for other cases ofMOOPs ((Min,Max),
(Max, Min), (Max, Max)).
To prove the other side of Theorem 1, let us assume that
there exists a convex hull of a population of solutions, andwe wish to find non-dominated solutions (all points lie on
the left-bottom quarter of the convex hull or on the smallest
rectangle that includes two extreme points (the best solutions,
with respect to the first and the second objectives)). In this case,
we use a similar sweep line approach, which starts from the left
point on the convex hull and ends at the bottom point of the
convex hull, and insert a point into the non-dominated solution,
if the monotonic property of the created chain holds [29]. 
It is proved that the convex hull of n points in the plane
belongs to Ω(n log n) time, so finding all non-dominated
solutions belongs toΩ(n log n), too.
Each point on the boundary of the convex hull is a non-
dominated solution, but it is not true for the opposite direction,
which is why the number of convex hull iterations for ranking
the solutions is equal to, or greater than, the number of fronts
obtained by using a non-dominated principle. In the following,
we present a ranking procedure based on the convex hull to
rank the population of a MOEA. This ranking algorithm can
be used for any multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. It is
especially very suitable and fast for convex MOOP.
The convex hull and the non-dominated front are the same
at higher dimensions. So, the aforementioned relations are held
between them at higher dimensions, even though computing
a convex hull at higher dimensions is more time consuming.
That is, it is done in O(n logO(1) h + h⌊d/2⌋) time, where d is the
size of the space; however, the first non-dominated front of
solutions can be obtained in O(n logd−2 n) time [31]. Therefore,
a challenging problem is in using non-dominated solutions
for obtaining an approximate convex hull or onion peeling at
higher dimensions.
The other important advantage of the convex hull ranking
idea is that it takes into account both goals of MOEA: conver-
gence to the Pareto-optimal front anddiversity, simultaneously.
This means that the algorithm, without using any niche ap-
proach or crowding distance, is able to find a good set of di-
verse solutions. In order to reach this goal, it is sufficient to use
the Quick Hull algorithm for computing the convex hull with
the farthest point as a pivot point. In this case, a sequence of ob-
tained points is accepted for the last front of the non-dominated
solutions.
4.2. Convex hull ranking algorithm
In this subsection, considering Theorem 1 and the relation
between convex hull and non-dominated sorting, we propose
a new ranking algorithm to the genetic population of a MOEA.
The algorithm assigns a rank to each solution as follows. First,
the non-dominated front of the solutions (the best solutions of
the population) get a rank equal to one and at each iteration, the
rank of the next solution is increased. So, a solution with lower
rank is better than one with a higher rank.
The Convex Hull Ranking Algorithm (CHRA) in the plane
first finds two especial solutions: the bottommost and the
leftmost (the best solution, with regard to each objective). It
then computes a quarter of the convex hull, which is between
the two points, and assigns an equal rank to all solutions placed
in that quarter. In the higher dimensions (for example for
M objectives), it needs to find M especial solutions, each of
which is the best solution with regard to one objective. It then
computes parts of the convex hull that ends in these points.
The input of CHRA are members of a genetic population
(denoted by Pop in the following code), while the output is the
ranking of all members, with regard to their degree of closeness
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to the Pareto-optimal front. In the following, the outline of
CHRA is presented:
Convex hull ranking algorithm:
Input: Set of solutions, Pop. Output: Assigning a proper ranking
number to each solution.
Step1: Set rank variable r to one.
Step2: Find the minimum solution in F1 and F2, call them a and
b.
Step3: Compute the convex hull between a and b.
Step4: Assign the rank r to all solutions lying on the convex hull
and remove them from Pop temporarily.
Step5: If Pop is empty, the algorithm is completed, otherwise
set r = r + 1 and go to Step 2.
It is likely that some of the extreme points will be equal. For
example, if the above extreme points, a and b, are equal, we
can set their rank to r , remove them from the population and
continue the algorithm from Step 5.
The complexity of the algorithm is similar to the onion
peeling algorithm, and it runs in O(N logN) time for two and
three objectives, where N is the size of the population. CHRA
allocates a suitable rank to each solution without doing a non-
dominated comparison. In Figure 7, we rank the solutions by
CHRA. These solutions are the same as those illustrated in
Figure 4(b).
5. Simulation results
In this section, we test CHAR by two test problems; a
convex and a non-convex Pareto-optimal front. We report the
number of generations and genetic parameters, and show the
population in each simulation. We apply NSGA-II with CHRA to
two test problems inwhichweusepopulation size 20, crossover
probability 0.9 and the binary coding of decision variables.
5.1. First test (convex Pareto-optimal front)
We use the Min-Ex test problem suggested in [11], which
has been used to test many MOEAs. The model of Min-Ex is as
follows:
Min-Ex :

Minimize f1(x1, x2) = x1,
Minimize f2(x1, x2) = 1+ x2x1 ,
s.t.: 0.1 ≤ x1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 5.
We use a bit-wise mutation by probability (1/length of string)
and the variables are coded with 24 and 26 bits. Figure 8 shows
the results.5.2. Second test (non-convex Pareto-optimal front)
For the second test, we use the Fonseca and Fleming
problem [11], as used in many studies:
FON :
Minimize f1(x) = 1− exp

−
n
i=1

xi − 1√n
2
,
Minimize f2(x) = 1− exp

−
n
i=1

xi + 1√n
2
,
s.t. −4 ≤ xi ≤ 4, for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n.
The Pareto-optimal solution of this problem is x∗1 ∈ [−1/
√
n,
1/
√
n] for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
The Pareto-optimal front is a non-convex set in the FON
problem. To solve this problem, we use the same parameters
andmutation operator. Figure 9(a) and (b) show the population
after 80 and 200 generations, respectively.
6. Discussion
In this section, we analyze the proposed ranking algorithm
and discuss its advantages and disadvantages.
Since each solution on the convex hull is a non-dominated
solution, the number of preferred levels in CHRA is more than
that of the non-dominated comparison approach, so the nearest
solutions to the Pareto-optimal front are emphasized by a
selection operator, and the convergence rate increases.
Since both goals of MOEAs (convergence to the Pareto-
optimal front and diversity of the final solutions) are orthogonal
to each other, most MOEAs use several techniques, like niche
operators and crowding distance [11]. These techniques can
be used in CHRA, as well. CHRA is able to satisfy both goals,
simultaneously. For example, in NSGA-II, after constructing the
non-domination fronts, the next population is filled using the
ordered fronts. If the population has an empty place, the front
members are inserted into the population, otherwise for the last
front inwhich there is not sufficient room in thenext generation
for all its members, the following approach is used.
First, a crowding distance (normalized distance to the closest
neighbors in the front of the objective space) is assigned to
all members of the last front, and then some of the best
crowding distance solutions are selected. By using the Quick
Hull algorithm for computing the convex hull, CHRA can
select the best crowding distance solutions without the direct
computing of any metric distances. To achieve this goal, it is
sufficient that after finding the two extreme points (denoted by
a and b in Figure 10), the farthest solution from them is selected
as a pivot point in the Quick Hull algorithm [18]. This process
continues, while the next generation of the population is filled.
The proposed algorithm in this paper can be easily
generalized to handle the constrained MOOPs. For example,
one technique that can be used to have a compatible CHRA
in constrained optimizations is the penalty function [32,33].
Moreover, we can modify Step 4 of CHRA. To end this, before
setting a rank to a solution, we can check whether the solution
is feasible or not; if so, set r to the rank of solution, otherwise,
set r and increase a proper value to the rank of the solution as its
penalty value. The increased valuemust be proportionate to the
opposite of r . That is, if p and q are two infeasible solutions and
the rank of p (denoted by rp) is greater than that of q (denoted
by rq), p is better than q.
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be guaranteed by CHRA.
Another simple approach to having a compatible CHRA in
constrained optimization models is to use the tournament
selection operator with the following rule. Let p and q be two
solutions in the population. p is better than q if, and only if, the
following three situations arise:
1. p is feasible and q is infeasible.
2. p and q are feasible and rp < rq.
3. p and q are infeasible and rp > rq.
This rule first emphasizes the feasible solutions and then the
solutions closed to the Pareto-optimal front.
7. Conclusion
This paper investigates the relation between convex hull and
non-dominated solutions and proposes a new simple ranking
algorithm (convex hull ranking algorithm-CHRA) for ranking
the solutions of the population of an evolutionary algorithm.
This algorithm uses simple geometric approaches to assign an
appropriate rank to the solutions of a population. The proposedranking algorithm (CHRA) is used as an alternative ranking
procedure of NSGA-II and is tested by some test problems. The
results show that the algorithm is able to achieve the two main
goals of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. A challenging
problem is to propose an approximate polynomial convex hull
algorithm for higher dimensions using non-dominated ranking
procedures.
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